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DisclosureDisclosure

I have no relevant financial 
relationship(s) that are in any 
way associated with the content 
of this presentation

I will not be discussing “off label 
usage” of any pharmacologic 
agent/product/device
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TerminologyTerminology

aPL identified by in vitro phospholipid-dependent clot-
based assays; antibodies are targeted against β2GPI or 
Prothrombin and prolong clotting times

Lupus 
Anticoagulant

LA

Plasma protein necessary (in patients with APS) for 
binding of aCL to cardiolipin

beta2-
Glycoprotein I 

β2GPI

Syndrome characterized by venous and/or arterial 
thrombosis, thrombocytopenia, or recurrent fetal loss; 
associated with antibodies to phospholipid-protein 
complexes

Antiphospholipid 
Syndrome

APS

IgG, IgM, or IgA antibodies that are directed to target 
proteins, such as cardiolipin, β2GPI, or Prothrombin, 
which bind to phospholipids

Antiphospholipid 
Antibodies

aPL

Antibodies to cardiolipin detected by an ELISA assay; 
antibodies may or may not be dependent upon β2GPI 

anticardiolipin aCL

DefinitionTerm
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1995 Recommendations & Criteria 
Laboratory Diagnosis of LA

The Lupus Anticoagulant / Phospholipid-dependent 
Antibodies Subcommittee of the Scientific & 

Standardization Committee (SSC) of the 
International Society on Thrombosis and 

Haemostasis (ISTH)
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RecommendationsRecommendations

Nine recommendations were offered in the 1995 SSC report on LA
Four of these became diagnostic criteria
One recommendation concerned nomenclature (retention of term 
“lupus anticoagulant”)

Remaining four recommendations dealt with:
Platelet count of platelet poor plasma (< 10 x 109/L)
Confirmatory assays

Use same assay principle as screening test that was initially found 
to be abnormal

Performance of routine clotting tests, such as PT and APTT
Use to evaluate possibility of other coagulation disorders that may 
interfere with LA methodology
If chosen method for screening or confirmation is known to be 
sensitive to heparin, a Thrombin Time may be helpful in detecting 
its presence

Solid phase assays for aPL should not be considered as a confirmatory 
procedure for LA activity
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Criteria for Diagnosis of LACriteria for Diagnosis of LA

Brandt JT. Thromb Haemost 1995;74:1185-90

1. Prolongation of at least one phospholipid-dependent 
clotting test

2. Evidence of inhibitory activity shown by the effect of 
patient plasma on pooled normal plasma

3. Evidence that the inhibitory activity is dependent on 
phospholipid

This may be achieved by addition or alteration of phospholipid, 
hexagonal phase phospholipid, platelets, or platelet vesicles in the 
test system

4. LAs must be carefully distinguished from other 
coagulopathies that may give similar laboratory results or 
may occur concurrently with LAs

Specific factor assays and the clinical history may be helpful in 
differentiating LAs from these other possibilities
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Expanding on Criterion 1Expanding on Criterion 1

Screening assays use low concentrations of phospholipid (PL) to 
accentuate inhibitor effect

Extrinsic pathway assays
Dilute Prothrombin Time (dPT)

Modified assay uses recombinant human tissue factor
Tissue Thromboplastin Inhibition (TTI)

Intrinsic pathway assays
Routine APTT if using LA-sensitive reagents
Dilute APTT (dAPTT): commercially available as:

PTT-LA (Diagnostica Stago)
Actin FSL® (Dade Behring®)

Kaolin Clotting Time (KCT)
Common pathway assays

Dilute Russell Viper Venom Test (dRVVT)
Two or more tests should be used to screen for LA and these 
should represent different assay principles
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Expanding on Criterion 2Expanding on Criterion 2

Documentation of inhibitory activity by an effect on 
normal pooled plasma (NPP) in mixing studies

Mixing study fails to “correct” if an inhibitor is present

Mixing studies can be performed with various screening 
assays such as APTT (if using LA-sensitive reagent), 
dAPTT, or dRVVT

Use result interpretation(s) with established sensitivity and 
specificity

Ratio of patient to NPP clotting times
Correction to or within reference interval (+2  or +3 SD)
Correction to or within 5 seconds of NPP
Rosner index
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Expanding on Criteria 3 & 4Expanding on Criteria 3 & 4

Confirmatory assays use high concentrations or altered PL to 
attenuate inhibitor effect (show PL dependence)

Recommendation is that confirmatory assay be based on same 
principle as screening test that was initially found to be abnormal
Intrinsic pathway assays

Platelet Neutralization Procedure (PNP)
Hexagonal phospholipid (STACLOT®-LA)
Kaolin Clotting Time (KCT)

Common pathway assays
Dilute Russell Viper Venom Time (dRVVT)

Specific factor assays should be performed to distinguish LA 
from other coagulopathies that may give similar results

Recommendation is that two or more dilutions be evaluated in 
any factor assay
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Questionnaire Process
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MethodsMethods

12 page questionnaire sent to membership in 2005
Content

Results entered into a database
Entries verified for accuracy
Analysis performed via a NASCOLA/ECAT collaboration

1. General Questions
2. Mixing Studies
3. Screening Assays (Low Phospholipid Concentration)
4. Confirmatory Assays (High Phospholipid Concentration or 

Altered Phospholipid)
5. Your Laboratory’s Lupus Anticoagulant Testing Algorithm
6. Antiphospholipid Antibody Assays
7. Your Laboratory’s Antiphospholipid Antibody Testing Algorithm
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Questionnaire GoalsQuestionnaire Goals

Compare laboratory practices between NASCOLA and ECAT
Compare NASCOLA and ECAT practices to those 
recommended by the Lupus Anticoagulant / Phospholipid-
dependent Antibodies Subcommittee of the ISTH SSC
Determine which assays are utilized by NASCOLA and ECAT 
laboratories for screening and confirming a LA and identifying 
an aPL

Ascertain how these assays are performed by individual 
laboratories
Establish how and by what criteria test results are reported and
by whom test results are interpreted
Learn what constitutes a LA and aPL algorithm in individual 
laboratories
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Questionnaire LimitationsQuestionnaire Limitations

Paper format (not online)
Overall length
Did not address pre-analytical concerns
Did not address quality control issues
Difficult to capture numerous test nuances
“Charged” topic in that most laboratories are passionate 
about their algorithms
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Questionnaire Results
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Response RatesResponse Rates

Information was sent to 198 laboratories and returned 
from 113 (57%)

NASCOLA
46 of 48 laboratories responded (96%)

ECAT
67 of 150 laboratories responded (45%)

For all subsequent slides, unless specifically noted, numbers 
are reflective of combined NASCOLA and ECAT data
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1. 1. Responses to Responses to General QuestionsGeneral Questions

69% of laboratories have a set panel (algorithm) of LA tests
Among this group:

53% allow tests to be ordered separately 
70% include tests for aPL in their panel

89% offer an interpretation of raw data from LA tests
For a positive LA interpretation, 44% of these laboratories 
grade the strength of the inhibitor (degree of positivity)

Equivocal, weakly positive, moderately positive, strongly positive

Individual performing interpretation
Bench technologist (39%)
Supervisor (49%)
Medical director (81%)
Other clinician (30%)
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2. Responses to 2. Responses to Mixing StudiesMixing Studies

Some laboratories do not follow ISTH criterion for 
mixing studies (data from LA algorithm analysis)

25-35% do not perform APTT mixing studies
45-55% do not perform dRVVT mixing studies

ISTH criterion requires that pooled normal plasma be 
used for mixing studies

77% of NASCOLA laboratories use a commercial source
Only 11% of ECAT laboratories use a commercial source

Figure may not be accurate as 40% of ECAT laboratories 
failed to identify their source for NPP

Guidelines were not followed by 8% of laboratories
Use commercial, lyophilized control plasmas
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2. 2. Mixing StudiesMixing Studies……..ContinuedContinued

97% of laboratories use APTT as test for which Mixing 
Study is performed

74% use their routine APTT reagent
NASCOLA =  87%
ECAT =  65%

54% use LA sensitive APTT reagent 
Diagnostica Stago PTT-LA (44%) & Dade Actin FSL (16%)
Majority of laboratories test immediately and use 1:1 mixes

1/3 also test after one hour incubation at 37 oC

Interpretation of results
Most use criteria of failing to correct within +2 SD
10 laboratories use Rosner index (>15)

[(value for 1:1 mix)-(value for NPP)]/(value for patient) X 100
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2. 2. Mixing StudiesMixing Studies……..ContinuedContinued

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Mixing studies 
performed

Percent (%)

Mixing studies 
performed with tests 
to demonstrate PL 
dependence

Combined data NASCOLA ECAT

Data taken from LA Algorithms
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3. Responses to 3. Responses to Screening AssaysScreening Assays

dRVVT is performed by 88% of laboratories
Only 59% of laboratories perform 1:1 mixing studies for dRVVT
screening assay

25% of laboratories perform a dilute PT
50% (n=14/28) modified the assay using a recombinant human 
tissue factor (Innovin)
Other reagents:

NASCOLA: 36% use one of 5 different PT reagents
ECAT: 59% use Neoplastin or Neoplastin Cplus PT reagents

21% of laboratories perform a Kaolin Clotting Time
NASCOLA = 13% ECAT = 26%
87% of this group do KCT mixing study
45% of this group use in-house reagent
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4. 4. Responses to Responses to Confirmatory AssaysConfirmatory Assays

97% of laboratories that perform a dRVVT screening 
assay also do a dRVVT confirm assay

79% do not perform the confirm assay if the dRVVT
screen is normal

One half of laboratories that perform dRVVT screen and 
confirm use a Screen/Confirm ratio for result reporting

NASCOLA = 62%
ECAT = 43%
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4. 4. Confirmatory AssaysConfirmatory Assays……..ContinuedContinued

40% of laboratories use an altered phospholipid assay 
for confirmation

Hexagonal phospholipid (STACLOT®LA)
NASCOLA = 70%
ECAT = 20%
14% have modified the commercial assay

31% of laboratories use the PNP
NASCOLA = 48%
ECAT = 19%
51% of this group use commercially prepared platelets
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Analysis of LA Testing Algorithms submitted by 90% of sites 
as to their conformity to ISTH Recommendations & Criteria 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Perform factor assays

Exclude heparin

Perform mixing studies

Use a confirmatory test

Use screening tests with different 
principles

Use at least one test with low PL

Use 2 or more tests for screening

Percent (%)

5. Responses to 5. Responses to LA AlgorithmsLA Algorithms

Combined data NASCOLA ECAT
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6. Responses to 6. Responses to aPLaPL TestsTests

Respondents noted use of the following antibodies, in ELISA 
assays, for assisting in the laboratory diagnosis of 
Antiphospholipid Syndrome

78%Cardiolipin Antibodies

7%Annexin V Antibodies

9%Prothrombin Antibodies

13%Phosphatidylserine Antibodies

46%β2-Glycoprotein 1 Antibodies

Majority of NASCOLA laboratories test for IgG, IgM and IgA
isotypes for both aCL and aβ2-GPI
Majority of ECAT laboratories do not test for IgA isotype for 
either aCL or aβ2-GPI
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ConclusionsConclusions

There is heterogeneity in LA/aPL procedures used
LA/aPL Questionnaire shows that, in contrast to the 
1995 ISTH SSC Criteria and Recommendations for LA 
testing, the testing practices of a significant proportion 
of NASCOLA & ECAT laboratories do not:

Comply with Criterion #2
8% fail to use NPP for mixing studies
41% fail to perform a mixing study for a dRVVT screen test

Comply with Criterion #4
93% fail to perform factor assays to differentiate LA from 
other coagulopathies

Follow Recommendation #6
40% do not evaluate for heparin if the APTT is prolonged
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Question to ConsiderQuestion to Consider

Are the 1995 ISTH SSC Criteria and 
Recommendations valid in 2007 for the 

laboratory diagnosis of the lupus anticoagulant?
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